
Guide to mappable units and 

useable symbols for mapping the 

Quaternary geology of Minnesota 

The series of Quaternary Geologic maps anticipated for each Minnesota 

county at a scale of 1:100,000 presupposes a need for a format or outline 

as guidance for the mappers of each county. This review of conditions 

related to Quaternary mapping is not intended as a constraint. Nor is it 

intended to predetermine the geology. Our intention is to offer a rough 

basic, rudimentary format which should facilitate recognition of similar 

units in different counties as the same units described in much the same 

manner. 

Many geologists will be interested in mapping counties. Orientation 

and a sense of continuity with surrounding regions produces faster, more 

thorough work. With this in mind we intend to begin with the following 

structure of the known geology. 

The key feature of this system lies in a flexible legend. Most of 

the units can be predicted but unique or previously unrecognized units may 

arise which must be fit into the system. Usually units have natural 

limits on the ground. The delineation of the units is consistent over 

time. That is, two units are recognizably distinct and the location of 

the border of each unit is relatively consistent. Therefore the number of 

units and the extent of each unit as it is shown on the map tend to remain 

essentially constant. The symbols used on the map should withstand minor 



changes in the descriptions of the units with time or from one author to 

another. If the units were not separable in the field the question of 

mapping distinctions in the Quaternary geology would never have arisen. 

The natural world would either have been too homogeneous or too heteroge

neous to distinguish, sort out, classify and map. 

So, my intent is to suggest some unifying symbols which will enable 

mappers to recognize the interpretation of the mapper in adjoining coun

ties facilitating regional correlation. Unit descriptions may be updated 

as knowledge of the units increases and is applicable to previously mapped 

regions. The same symbol should be applied to similar units. Also the 

descriptions should address the same unit characteristics with stress on 

lithology. 

The system of unit designation depends on major categories and their 

subdivision. That is, the determination of group, formation, member and 

other distinct subdivisions. At this level the lithology, stratigraphic 

position and geographic distribution are the significant characteristics. 

Lithologic distinctions remain the chief determining factor for rock 

units. 

Lithology constitutes several physical characteristics of the rock 

unit. Among these are rock type, rock type distribution, mineral types, 

particle-size distribution, secondary mineralization, structure, compact-

ness, and color. Most often rock type or rock type distribution iden-

tifies the units of broadest extent due to the inherent characteristics of 

the depositional process. Particle-size distribution remains secondary, 
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as well as the other lithologic characteristics, but significant in sub

category differentiation. 

Geomorphology and other similar characteristics are useful for map 

unit differentiation but should be avoided in rock unit determinations. 

Topographic or drainage types or classes of sorting and stratification are 

useful distinctions but they are not inherent rock characteristics. 

with this system we can address five independent conditions that 

apply to Quaternary geology. The first of these conditions is time--the 

most transgressive of the characteristics. We need to divide time into 

unique events. This division is elusive and difficult to establish, and 

the events chosen may overlap; but it is critical to the development of a 

successful model of Quaternary geology. The deposition of a rock unit may 

cross two or more events. Or an event may result in the deposition of 

more than one rock type. Thus, time relationships do not distinguish rock 

units well. 

The second independent condition is process which includes glacial, 

fluvial, lacustrine and colluvial deposition as well as eolian and organic 

deposition. These grade into each other, but they are usually 

distinguishable. 

Lithology, or the composition of the rock units, is the third con-

dition. Lithology includes, mineral composition, rock composition, tex-

ture, ph, secondary carbonate, permeability and compaction. This section 

has received the most attention in the past. 
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The fourth condition is depositional environment, that is, the 

environment determined directly by the depositional process. There are 

many such environments including lakes, moraine, outwash plain, flood 

plain, mud fields, sand dunes areas, ice contact position, etc, etc. 

The final condition is geomorphology which describes the shape of the 

unit. The kinds of hills, valleys, basins and streams in the area affect 

understanding and use of geologic units. 

These five characteristics relate to all geologic units. Each must 

be examined to determine its unique contribution and the extent to which 

~verlap occurs among them. 

The map unit has more detailed and specific differentiation than is 

useful to establish a working model for mapping the Quaternary geology. 

Li thology, process, environment, geomorphology and time should all be 

reflected in the explanation but they often mutually exclude or include 

r-
each other to the degree that they cannot all be included in a vigorous 

set of hierarchy. For this reason lithologic characteristics best discern 

the grouping of map units into higher categories. One possible way litho-

logic features aggregate Quaternary map units of Minnesota is as follows: 

Most of Minnesota's Quaternary geologic deposition occurred during 

Wisconsinan time. Glaciers deposited the most sediments. Till and out-

wash comprise the major glacial deposits. Southeastern and southwestern 

Minnesota have till units older than Wisconsinan at the surface. Other 
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older tills lie buried here and there across the state. Holocene pro-

cesses made minor modifications of Pleistocene deposits through fluvial 

and eolion activity. So the rock units within the Wisconsinan and the 

Holocene are the major concerns when grouping rock units into higher cate

gories. 

Wisconsinan lobes contain drift stamped with a rock assemblage signi-

ture. The Des Moines lobe contains more than 3 percent shale and more 

than 3 percent limestone. The Wadena lobe has more than 5 percent lime-

stone. The Superior lobe deposited a high proportion of rock containing 

minerals high in iron. The Rainy lobe doesn't exhibit any of these char

acteristics. These four lobes then offer a highest category for grouping 

the glacial drift of the Wisconsinan. 

Lithic characteristics vary within a lobe, especially in ice reces

sional phases and fluvial activity. The lithic characteristic most often 

changing under these conditions is particle-size distribution. So rock 

assemblage and particle-size distribution present two important features 

of till for establishing principal rock units which are recognizable and 

mappable. Other lithic characteristics can be used when they are appli

cable. 

The same use of lithic characteristics apply to glaciofluvial depos-

its. We feel, though, that the glaciofluvial deposits of a lobe should 

remain the central rock unit. Geomorphology, sorting and stratification 

would be useful features for establishing such glacio-fluvial map units as 

outwash plains, collapsed outwash, and ice contact stratified drift using 
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geomorphology, coarse textural units, sorting and stratification among 

others for distinguishing characteristics. 

Alluvium is also a fluviatile sediment but is recognized as Holocene for 

its organic matter content. It is probably best described as belonging to 

a river system. The major rivers may have particle-size distribution 

classes in their alluvium. 

Fluviatile processes also produce terraces which are better asso-

ciated with their related river than with each other. Since terraces are 

mixed in rock assemblages, sorting and stratification, they are usually 

separated on the basis of their surface level. 

Lacustrine rock units comprise a fine (clay and silt), a medium 

(sand) and a coarse (gravel) categories. Narrower textural distinctions, 

stratification and rock assemblages offer mappable subdivisions of the 

larger categories. Del tas, bars, small beaches are inclusions in the 

larger lake category of lacustrine sediments. 

Modern lakes, too, have deposition of sediments. The young, organic 

material establishes them as Holocene. They are probably best considered 

as Holocene lake sediments related to a county or geomorphic region. 

Loess deposits are significant Pleistocene rock units. The major 

units can be identified by particle-size distribution and rock assem

blages. Secondary mineral accumulation may also be significant in char ac

terizing a loess. 
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Sand dune areas represent another set of eolian deposits. They are 

wide spread and probably should be described as a local feature. 

colluvial deposits present a distinct set of constraints for 

distinguishing them from other Quaternary geologic units. Loose, or 

nonstructure, as well as lack of compaction and their unsorted nature 

separates them from other rock units. The colluvial deposits probably 

relate more to the associated river basin than anything el se. So they 

might be described as belonging to that river. If there are subdivisions 

such as rock assemblage differences this can be used to generate new map

ping units. Alluvial fans would be inclusions in the culluvial map units. 

A uniform application of map symbols leads us to the capability of 

recognizing similar units from county to county even though the explanation 

or the presentation may vary. This should enable earlier work to keep 

pace with the new knowledge assembled about Quaternary geology. This map 

unit symbol will be comprised of three letters. The first letter in the 

symbol specifies the lobe and implies Late-Wisconsinan, Wisconsinan, 

Pleistocene and Quaternary time. If the unit is Holocene or pre-Late-

Wisconsinan, a unique lead letter will apply. Thus, the lead letter always 

designates a group of Quaternary rocks. The second letter is assigned to 

the sublobe, or recessional lobe, and designates a rock unit. The phase, or 

depositional process (i.e., outwash, moraine, ice contact) also receives a 

letter. Special letter groups designate the facies of a phase. Subdivis

ions of facies should be included into batches of letters for the same 

facies, but which have different characteristics. 
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All of these units extend over a minimum of .5 cm x .5 cm in area of 

the final map. units below this .5 cm x .5 cm resolution are identified 

with special symbols. These units include scarps, gravel pits, descrip

tive locations, springs etc. Some units may be large enough to delineate 

in the field and thus receive a letter designation. However, the unit may 

be below the .5 cm x .5 em resolution requiring the drafted symbol in-

stead. This often happens with eskers and drumlins where some have con-

tact lines and other unique symbols. 

When a thin unit occurs, it is necessary to decide how to explain it. 

We can map it as a unit independent of the material above or below it. Or 

we can include it in the description in the unit which occurs above or 

below. It is also possible to display its thickness by dotted isopach 

lines. In any case the extent of its occurrence needs to be shown on the 

map either as a subscript on the symbol of the associated rock unit or if 

the associated rock material always includes the thin unit the associated 

unit explanation can be expanded to include the thin rock unit. 

This brings up the problem of stratigraphy. One way of dealing with 

the multiple till and outwash layers that are present in Minnesota is to 

do a cross section or fence diagram. The objective should be to map the 

extent of each unit whose surface is contoured to mean sea level. A 

series of isopach maps for each unit can be generated. Because of the 

complexity of the multiple till units in Minnesota, a better method to 

display their distribution in space would be hard to find. Thus, surface 

and subsurface mapping are two separate objectives. Considering them as 

separate subjects for mapping will enable the Minnesota Geological Survey 
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to publish a surficial map which displays a reasonable degree of accuracy 

and permanency suitable for most people not familiar with geology while 

the more speculative mapping is kept apart for constant revisions and 

upgrading. 

Peripheral but relevant data should be kept simple. Often supplemen

tal maps can be generated. This applies to isopach maps of till and loess 

thickness, radio carbon data sites, well and drill holes as well as index 

maps. 

This section addresses symbol designation for state wide mapping of 

the Quaternary geology county by county. This first letter symbol of a 

three-part designation applies to units which are not Late-Wisconsinan in 

age. These symbols do not denote age of deposition but denote separate 

depositional events. 

The letter designations for Pleistocene geologic units are arranged in 

a left-to-right order. The first letter connotates time or event. The 

Holocene (h) and pre-Late-Wisconsinan (p) pertain to materials which have 

lesser extent in Minnesota. The Late-Wisconsinan, on the other hand, 

requires more effective subdivision and is divided into four major lobes 

representing specific events. In those cases where time is undetermined, 

the units are designated differently. The second letter indicates the 

lithologic unit and is designated as an individual till or till phase, or 

as some product of a specific geologic process resulting in a charac

teristic lithic description. The third letter refers to the depositional 

environment. A fourth letter can then be used to note the geomorphology 
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or geomorphic relationship. Thin surficial units are noted by a special 

letter preceeding the letter group or are described in the explanation. 

These are general concepts and the specific application of these precepts 

are expanded upon next. 

Depositional process offers a useful method for organizing the presen

tation of letter designations and their combinations which will forestall 

duplicate symbols meaning different things while maintaining the latitude 

of enough symbols to express the conditions which exist and maybe unfore

seen. With the mapping of just a few counties, acquiring control of the 

symbols used, changed, deleted or combined becomes untenable. It can 

quickly become difficult to decide which units are related and to what 

degree they are related. Descriptions can grow to be repetitious and ap

pear to be different when, in fact, they are related. Other geologic units 

related to the pre-Pleistocene have control of the meaning of let-ter 

symbols. These symbols should help, at least in Minnesota, to bring that 

same control to the Quaternary geologic units. 

The Quaternary geologic units are presented here, more or less, in 

their chronological order from youngest to oldest and grouped by deposi

tional process. 

Peat deposits are about the youngest in the state since they are still 

actively growing. 

"h" then is the first letter designation for Holocene. 

"p" represents the second letter position to designate peat. It is 
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lithologically organic. 

"b" bog and "f" fen represent the environments in which the organics 

occur and the third letter designation. 

On more detailed maps, the organics may be described by the general 

categories of their organic debris by the following letters in the fourth 

position of the letter symbol: 

"w" woody 

"m" moss 

"r" reedsedge 

Colluvium constitutes a depositional process active in recent times. 

"h" as the first letter denotes Holocene. Irregular distribution of 

organic matter with depth is the evidence of recent colluvial 

processes. 

"c" in the second position denotes colluvium 

"0" in the third position signifies that only one colluvium was map

ped. If two distinct colluviums, such as till and bedrock rubble 

are distinguished, the following letters could be used: 

"t" for till 

"r" for rock rubble 

A number can be used in the fourth position to distinguish sub-units 

such as colluvial fans or slump deposits from slope colluvium. 

Alluvium is the result of current river deposition. 
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"h" denotes the Holocene as the first letter 

"a" signifies alluvium as the second letter 

"1" as the third letter signifies it is undifferentiated. 

Other letters can be substituted for "1" in the third positon to indi

cate relevant or related rivers associated with the alluvium if this is 

preferred. 

A number can be added in the fourth position where scale and detail 

permits distinguishing such features as the oxbox lakes, bars, spits, etc. 

Under some conditions sediments inundated by lakes may be classified. 

In this case: 

"h" starts the symbol and means Holocene 

"1" infers lake sediment. A third letter can be added for texture as 

is done for glaciolacustrine sediments. A number can be used in 

the fourth position to separate lake types or sudivide the sedi

ments of the lake into estuaries, deltas, etc. 

Pleistocene geologic units are represented by many diverse and distinct 

materials deposited by many different processes. Late Wisconsinan mater-

ials dominate the surface of Minnesota. Therefore, more attention is 

given to noting the distinctions in the Pleistocene units. 

Glaciolacustrine, eolian and terrace deposits are often difficult to 

assign to glacial events. The process of deposition is distinct from 
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glacial deposition. They are therefore often assigned to an undetermined 

time-event category. If they can be related to a glacial event, a method 

for doing so is presented. 

"u" the first letter represents an undetermined time-event relation-

ship. If the lobe association is desired "d" Des Moines, "w" 

Wadena, "s" Superior, "r" Rainy and "p" pre-Pleistocene may be 

used. 

"I" is the second letter. "I" in the second position will always 

designate lake sediments and cannot be used as an indicator for 

any lobe phases. The third letter position indicates particle-

size distribution of the lake sediments as in modern lake 

sediments. 

"e" clay and silt or clayey 

"a" sand and gravel or sandy 

II 8" silty 

"g" gravelly, gyjta 

"0" organic 

The fourth letter designation determines depositional environment: 

"b" beach 

"d" delta 

"n" near shore 

"0" off shore 
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Eolian deposits include loess and sand dunes and are also difficult to 

assign to glacial events. 

"u" the first letter means time or glacial even is undetermined • If 

the relationship can be ascertained then the first letter can be 

that of the associated lobe. 

"w" in the second position indicates that the material is wind-blown 

loess or sand. 

"1" in the third position implies loess. 

"s" in the third position implies sand. A number designation in the 

fourth position may be used to separate lithically or texturally 

different eolian deposits. This will probably be more necessary 

where the time-event reltationship is undetermined. 

Terrace deposits or surfaces are fluvial material that are also dif

ficult to relate to glacial events. 

"u" as the first letter indicates an undetermined time or event. As 

elsewhere, appropriate time-event indicators may be used in the 

first position. 

"t" in the second position denotes a terrace and may not be used as a 

glacial phase indicator which falls in the second position. 
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"d" in the third positon indicates different or diverse deposits have 

been combined. The following letters can be used in the third 

position if particle-size differences are desired. 

"c" fine textured (silt and clay) or clayey. 

"a" coarse textured (sand and gravel) or sandy 

"s" silty 

"x" gravelly 

Numbers may be used in the fourth position to number the terrace levels 

with the lowest number given to the terrace closest to the flood plain. 

If at all possible it would help to count from the first terrace of the 

Minnesota River. 

outwash is the next distinct geologic unit and it includes all gla

ciofluvial deposits. They should usually be related to their related gla

cial event. 

"d" as the first letter signifies belonging to the Des Moines lobe. 

IIW" as the first letter signifies belonging to the Wadena lobe. 

Us" as the first letter signifies belonging to the Superior lobe. 

urn as the first letter signifies belonging to the Rainy lobe. 

"p" as the first letter signifies belonging to the pre-Late-wiscon-

sinan lobe. 

The second letter designation is related to a phase in a glacial lobe. 
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Des Moines lobe: 

"p" Pine City 

"d" Eastern Gray Drift (extra Bemis) 

"g" western Gray Drift (extra Bemis) 

"b" Bemis 

"au Altamont 

"h" Sugar Hills 

"e" Culver 

"s" Bigstone 

"ell Erskine 

Wadena lobe second letters: 

"a" Alexandria 

"i" Itasca 

Superior lobe second letters: 

"s" st. Croix 

"m" Mille Lacs 

"c" Cloquet 

"n" Nickerson 

Rainy lobe second letters: 

"s" St. Croix 
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"v" Vermilion 

Pre-Late Wisconsinan second letters: 

"r" Old Red Drift 

"0" Eastern Old Gray Drift 

"g" Western Old Gray Drift 

"u" Undiffereniated, undetermined, uncertain, etc. 

other letters can be assigned for the second position to subsurface 

units, being careful not to use "w", "t" or "1". The third letter posi-

tion is always the same letter to flag the symbol as a glaciofluvial 

deposit. 

"0" in the third position represents outwash or glaciofluvial deposit. 

The fourth letter designation related to geomorphic or topographic 

expression of the geologic unit. 

"0" designates outwash plains 

"p" designates pitted outwash 

"e" designates channel deposits 

"v" designates valley train deposits (walled on one side by the ice) 

"h" designates proglacial outwash 

"i" designates ice contact stratified drift (ice on one or more sides) 

"k" designates kame (ice on one or two sides) 

"e" designates esker (ice on three or more sides) 

"f" ice front outwash (ice on one side of outwash) 
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A fifth designation using a number may be needed to divide similar 

units by particle-size. 

Till is the next unit and it requires more careful division because of 

its diverse characteristics and forms. 

The first letter designation relates to time-event as in outwash. 

"d" Des Moines lobe 

"w" Wadena lobe 

"s" Superior lobe 

"r" Rainy lobe 

"p" pre-Late-Wisconsinan 

The second letter designates phase for Late-Wisconsinan units and till 

unit for pre-Late-Wisconsinan units. 

Des Moines lobe 

"p" Pine City 

"d" Eastern Gray Drift (extra Bemis) 

"w" Western Gray Drift ( extra Bemis) 

"b" Bemis 

"m" Marshall 

"h" Sugar Hills 

"e" Culver 
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"s" Bigstone 

"e" Erskine 

Wadena lobe 

"a" Alexandria 

"i" Itasca 

Superior lobe 

"s" St. Croix 

"m" Mille Lacs 

"c" Cloquet 

"n" Nickerson 

Rainy lobe 

"s" St. Croix 

"v" Vermilion 

Pre-Late-Wisconsinan 

"r" Old Red Drift 

"0" Eastern Old Gray Drift 

"g" western Old Gray Drift 

Other letters can be used here for buried units, avoiding "w", "t" 

and "I" 
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Several letters are used in the third position to indicate till as an 

assistance to the subsequent geomorphic designation. 

"e" end moraine 

"s" stagnation moraine 

"g" ground moraine 

"t" till (geomorphic form is not determined) 

"d" drift (till and outwash are not distinguished) 

"1" lake-modified till or drift 

Now we can discuss the fourth letter of the symbol. The section on 

till is the most complex. It is also the largest areally and we will 

need to use symbols with 4 letters to describe it completely. Specifi-

cally, the till is described with the last 2 letters of a 4-1etter 

symbol. 

Many characteristics of the till are implied in the first two letters 

of the symbol specifically; rock assemblages, rock percentages and tex-

ture. other till characteristics can be discussed in the explanation, 

but three features of till are most useful for distinguishing till areas 

within the same till unit. 

sorting. 

These are relief, drainage and particle 

Relief is the most outstanding feature. For example, prominent or 

smooth relief has been used to distinguish end moraine from ground 

moraine. Relief is also significant in land use decisions. Thus it is 

relevant to include it in the mapping scheme. Relief is described as 

high, medium or low. These relative terms are used since their real 
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values will change from one till unit to another. 

defined in the explanation. 

So they should be 

Drainage is another important till characteristic. SUrface and 

int rnal drainage vary within a till sheet. Drainage also plays a 

v ry import nt part in land use decisions. Internal drainage is usual-

ly char ct ristic of a till. But different parts of a till sheet shed 

w ter differently. Apart from water penetration a till unit may shed 

w ter well, poorly or imperfectly. Well-drained tills are those with 

channel ways inherent in the till morphology to dispose of excess surface 

water. These tills often have poor-to-well defined fluvial channels. 

Poorly drained tills lack the slope and channel definition necessary to 

oogniz feasible drainage system. Imperfectly drained tills are 

those with isolated basins or kettles with many knobs arranged so that 

lhe topography is controlled 

otivity. 

by glacial deposition and not fluvial 

Size fraction sorting also varies across a till sheet. This charac

t ris ic is import nt for understanding the resource value of a till. 

Th r fore, it will be included in the three-part characterization of a 

till sheet. Till can be described as unsorted, uniformly sorted or 

sort d in segments. Unsorted till is the modal concept for a till sheet. 

Th till is uniformly sorted when the fine fraction has been systemati-

c lly remov d from the entire till. These areas would probably include 

thin surfici 1 layers of sand and gravel and some lenses of sands and 

gr v ls. S gmented sorting is the case where ice contact features and 

signi io nt lenses of san and gravel are included in the till. 
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The relative degree of expression of each of these till charac

teristics is governed by the specific till unit in question and thus 

should be defined for each till. 

gl - basal till -- low relief, poorly drained unsorted 

sm - ice disintegration -- medium relief, well drained, uniform sort

ing 

eh - logement till -- high relief, imperfectly drained, segmented 

sorting 

The significance of the letter symbols used for till units follows: 

Second letter of the pair 

Relief e - high 

s - medium 

g - low 

sorting u - unsorted 

e - evenly 

s - segmented 

Drainage w - well 

Form 

p - poorly 

i-imperfectly 

d - drumlin 

m - mesa or plateau 

c - circular hills 

h - irregular hills 

Till units With High Relief 

This is a list of possible till combinations. For convenience we 
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have added the letter symbols for the more likely till types. 

High relief, well drained, unsorted (It is unlikely that till would 

be well drained and unsorted but it might occur) 

High relief, poorly drained, unsorted. (It is unlikely that poor 

drainage and high relief would be associated). 

eu High relief, imperfectly drained, unsorted (this is end moraine 

but whether it is unsorted or not is questionable) . (This symbol 

may apply to parts of the Bemis or the Bigstone moraine) • 

ee High relief, well drained, uniformly sorted (probably there are not 

many ice contact features. The Bemis moraine is one example) . 

w High relief, well drained, segmented sorting (parts of the Bemis 

moraine with ice contact features may be represented by this 

symbol) • 

sh High relief, imperfectly drained, uniformaly sorted. (One example 

is the Altamont moraine). 

h High relief, imperfectly drained, segmented sorting. (This symbol 

d scribes the classic end moraine. It may apply to parts of the 

M rsh 11 the Altamont and the Itasca moraine). 

i H gh r lief, poorly drained, uniformly sorted. (Wadena drumlins are 
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good examples). 

High relief, poorly drained, segmented sorting (This is unlikely 

because of the upland characteristic of high relief till). 

Till units With Medium Relief 

Medium relief, well drained and unsorted. (These areas usually hav 

some uniform sorting). 

su Medium relief, poorly drained and unsorted (This symbol best de

scribes ground moraine with strong topography). 

gm Medium relief, imperfectly drained and unsorted. (These are the con

ditions of collapsed or draped ground moraine) • 

sm Medium relief, well drained and uniformly sorted. (These conditions 

are characteristic of stagnation moraines, for example the Altamont 

and the Marshall moraines). 

Medium relief, well drained and segmented sorting. (This is an un

likely combination although some stagnation areas may have signifi

cant ice contact). 

si Medium relief, imperfectly drained and uniform sorting. (This could 

occur in low or poorly defined stagnation moraines) . 
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Medium relief, imperfectly drained and segmented sorting. (This is 

unlikely because if a till has this kind of relief and can't shed 

water, shouldn't have ice contact features). 

sp Medium relief, poorly drained and uniformly sorted. (This symbol 

could describe some low stagnation complexes as in the Erskine 

mor ine). 

Medium relief, poorly drained and segmentaed sorting. (Poor drainage 

seems to conflict with ice contact). 

Till Units With Low Relief 

Low relief, well drained, and unsorted. (If the till is drained 

from stream encroachment, as in this case, describe it in the 

expl n tion). 

gl Low relief, poorly drained and unsorted. (This symbol represents 

typical ground moraine such as Marshall ground moraine) . 

gi Low relief, imperfectly drained and unsorted. (This symobl describes 

some collapsed moraine or cover moraine). 

Low relief, well drained and uniformly sorted. (These conditions 

could dev lop in a stagnation ground-moraine intergrade) . 

Low r~li f, well dr ined, and segmented sorting. (This is unlikely 
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ge 

because collapse features and ice contact features don't occur on 

the lowest relief. 

Low relief, imperfectly drained and uniform sorting. 

represents a weak stagnation complex of low moraine). 

(This symbol 

Low relief, imperfectly drained and segmented sorting. (This is un

likely because ice contact features most likely won't develop und r 

these conditions). 

gp Low relief, poorly drained and uniformly sorted. (This symbol repre

sents a stagnation complex of thin clayey tills). 

Low relief, poorly drained, and segmented sorting. (This is unlikely 

because ice contact leaves drainage ways and relief). 

If the relief is dominated by an underlying unit then note this in 

the explanation. 

Pre-Pleistocene units are handled in the following manner: 

"p" is the first letter and denotes pre-Late-Wisconsinan 

"p" is the second letter which is reserved for pre-Pleistocene units 

and separates them from the Pleistocene units. 

The third letter designations are: 
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" r " residuum or soils formed from bedrock 

" a " ancient (Precambrian ) rock outcrop 

" p " Paleozoic outcrop 

" c " Cretaceous outcrop 

If the specific rock t ype i s known, its standard symbol may be 

used . 

Then surficial uni t s a re also significant. Where the unit is over 

one-meter thick it may be mapped separ ately or noted with an isopach line, 

or if it always covers a lowe r uni t its description may be included in the 

description of t he l o wer unit or i n the case of loess, which is unique 

bec use it covers ev e rythi ng, the final symbol for the lower unit may be 

a n "I " since no "I" is ever used otherwise in the first letter 

position . 

Som important units , because o f contrast with other units or their 

signific nc , may b e too s mall t o delineate at the final map scale but 

n ed to appe r on t he map. In this case, specifcally-drafted symbols may 

b us d . 

The following symbols are usef ul for important geomorphic features, 

signif cant units below t he resolution of the map, or important geologic 

conc pts nd contact : 

~~~ kame 

IV\I\I\. esker 

K drumlin 
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~ flute and longitudinal ridges 

.. :::~ mel t water channel or tunnel valley ("00" pen) 

.",...-- beaches (1" pen) 

,)If striae 

.--, sand dune 

~ push ridges - transverse 

"..., iceberg groove 

~ extent of ice (1" pen) screened to 30% if infr re 

(" 00 " pen) 

..... --, extent of glacial lake ("0" pen) 

~ slump area 
'if/ 

* ice wedge polygon 

A blowout depression 

~ crest of ridge of slump block 

q spring 

\~~ permanent marsh 

',:,1,:" intermittent marsh 

~ swamp 

.} • • /. erosional scour ("00" pen) 

_,_,til glacial scour 

x~x indicates the unit is covered by an other unit 

(multiple arcs can be used) 

--
)(X)t buried unit with several strata above. (This is useful 

with loess less than 1 meter) 

x~x indicates there is a Quaternary stratigraphic unit 

beneath 

UD radio carbon data site (may have other letters for 
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other relevant sites) 

~ type location 

')(, outcrop (Quaternary) 

@ mined gravel pit 

® mined quarry 

~ abandoned and obscured gravel pit 

~ abandoned and obscured quarry 

~ scarp (hachures point down-slope) 

loess thickness contours in meters (the bottom number ... .., ... . . 
points to thicker portion) 

extent of cavernous limestone (dots to the inside of 

the sinkhole ) 

geologic contact ("0" pen) 

Sites that have been dated on an absoulte basis should be marked with 

n open st r and a referennce number inside . 

Sites used to characterize a unit, that is, a type location with a 

publish description of the section, should be designated by an open box 

with unique reference number inside. 

Sit s where there is an exposure or outcrop used to recognize a map, 

unit c n be indicated by an "x". 

The Explanation 

o h r ch r cteristics of Quaternary sediments are not included in the 

ymbols which re used to discriminate between mapping units. Some of 
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these should be included in the map unit explanation. 

Though time factors should be included in the correlation chart, it 

is expected that this chart will only include all the mapping unit 

symbols. Some internal strata such as strata in peat bogs or some com-

ponents of terraces or outwash may need further time distinction. These 

distinctions can be described in relative terms based on strat gr phic 

relationships or on absolute dates obtained from isotopic dating 

procedures. 

At the other end of the time spectrum, concepts broader than the sym

bol designation can be shown in the margin of the correlation chart. 

Some of the terms here may require clarification for the specific chart. 

For example, pre-Pleistocene or Quaternary. 

Characteristics relevant to depositional processes should be used 

judiciously. These could include basal ice deposition or organic matter 

accumulation. A brief description of the process should be included in 

the explanation. 

Depositional environment is another condition significant to under

standing using a Quaternary geologic unit. The historical development of 

geologic concepts has lead to confusion about the distincition between 

depositional environment and depositional process-- in other words, the 

difference between a place and an agent. Many terms such as lacustrine or 

moraine imply both the agent and the place. Directing attention to 

features such as basil till, ablation till, channels, valleys, glacial 
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lake basins and others facilitates the perception of the environments 

related to the unit . In this context , the thickness and variability of 

the unit can be expressed best in the explanation. It also introduces 

useful terminology for the characterization of the unit. Depositional 

environment includes overlying and underlying units as well as the adja

c nt units . Attention is thus directed to the way the unit fits into the 

1 rg r framework. 

The concept of lithology contains another group of characteristics. 

All Quaternary units in Minnesota have distinct combinations of textures, 

rock composition s , organic content, ph , secondary mineralization, grain 

particle conditions , weathering characteristics, color, and material 

morphology . 

Since many of these characteristics relate to broader categories of 

cl ssi ic tion , those with the widest application should be used first in 

ch r ct rizing the units. Deviations, alterations or specifics should be 

included at lower levels of classification where they define the units 

most ppropri tely . As an e xample, red noncalcareous till best describes 

Sup rior lobe drift but is not applicable to all Wisconsinan drift, a 

bro der category . Shades of red may characterize Atornba phase tills from 

Nickerson phase tills . If this is true, then the descriptions of these 

ph s s include this without regard to repeating these colors for low re-

1i f or high relief moraine . On the other hand, the general texture 

constr int for a phase would be described at the phase level but the spe

cif c t xtur weul be relegated to the unit description for high or low 

r 1 f units . Mention should be made of any of the lithologic charac-
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teristics for a unit at the appropriate level of classification. 

The final major concept for grouping Quaternary sediments in Minne

sota is geomorphology. This can be divided into form and process. Relief, 

elevation, saturation, water table, stream and lake distribution, hill 

shapes, and streams and lakes among other features can be identified as 

form. Whereas current erosion or deposition, stream dynamics, lake 

levels, and spring issuance variability and water table fluc uations r 

geomorphological process characteristics of the units. 

Accuracy in the placement of contacts between geologic units is 

time consuming and important. The utility of the effort will be served 

best by a detailed and comprehensive explanation. The better the explana

tion the more easily the map user will recognize and understand the unit 

represented on the map. Collection of useful data for an expanded explan

ation is as significant as determining the exact placement of contact 

lines. 

Criteria for Mapping Quaternary 

Geology in Minnesota 

All of the counties are scheduled to have Quaternary geologic maps 

published at 1:100,000 scale. 

The areal field data should be recorded on 7.5 min or 15 min topo-

graphic maps. It will probably be quite some time before data this de-

tailed is collected again. These field maps will assure accurate place-
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ment of the features. 

Usually about 10 careful descriptions of each unit including time, 

process, environment , lithology and geomorphology should be written. 

Thes descriptions will be needed for a thorough explanation. They will 

h lp to est blish the limits and range of characteristics for the type 

section s well. Fewer descriptions would be necessary for minor units. 

The following suggestions should be applied when they are useful. 

1. The well data base should be reviewed. 

2 . The DOT drill data should be reviewed. 

3. A soils map should be secured. 

4. Aerial photos or blue-line orthophotos shoul~acquired to supple

ment the topo sheet. 

5. Plan on doing some drilling. Sparse outcrops can be supplemented 

by hand augering . 

6. A list of relevant references should be assembled. 

7. Collect samples at the sites described for characterization. 

8. Construct a gloss ry of specific terms used in the explanation. 
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Restrict the meaning of these terms to the condition in th 

county. 

9. Look at earlier geologic maps for the county and adjacent coun-

ties to insure continuity and to determine previous problems. 

10. Avoid many small units. 

11. Scrutinize very large units. 

12. Put the surficial exposure of geologic units on one map. Place 

substrata on a separate map. construct cross-sections for sub-

surface work. 

13. Plan to make a bedrock topography map and an isopach map of drift 

thickness. 

14. Write a brief summary of the geologic history. 

15. Remember someone will probably follow you or need to join the 

"-
borders of your county. Help him to understand what you saw. 

16. Organize for laboratory work on samples. 

17. All the geologists involved should familiarize themselves with 

the problems. An early reconnaissance and a final review of the 

county should help the perspective of the geology. 
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18. Consider some land use decision alternatives for the units and the 

limits the units may place on that class of utility . 
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